BLADDER
TANKS

BLADDER TANK
“THE VERSITLE LIQUID
STORAGE SOLUTION”

The versatile tank that can accommodate all types of liquids (water, drinking
water, wastewater, fuels/hydrocarbons, chemicals, effluents).

THE BLADDER TANK

SOLUTION
Easy transportable and commissioned liquid storage
is limited – there’s no doubt about it. RWTS’s bladder
tanks provide a reliable easy transportable and
commissioned liquid storage solution that adapts for
all short or long temporary needs.

Bladder tanks are made of high density
and resistance woven Polyester (PES)
with a reinforced PVC or Polyurethane
coating layer for durability and strength.

Can be easily folded and
transportated by truck to
regional or remote locations

Minimal site preparation
and can be installed on
compacted ground.
No concrete needed

Easily unfolded and installed in
hours on your site

Tried, tested and trusted
liquid storage
technology

Liquids stored safely and fully enclosed in the bladder
tank, limited air exposure keeping liquids free from
risks of oxidation, condensation or evaporation.
Furthermore, unlike steel tanks, bladder tanks will
not rust or corrode. Bladder tanks are constructed to
ensure sturdiness and longevity in your investment.

VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

APPLICATIONS
As the Streamlined Waste Water and Water Specialists, we are committed to developing solutions that can
be seamlessly transported and commissioned. As leaders in remote waste water and water treatment, we
understand the challenges of regional projects, where infrastructure is often limited, and have a proven
track record of overcoming adversity.
The bladder tanks are extremely versatile and accommodate many forms of liquids and the needs of
various industries:
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS / DEFENCE
Water, fuels or chemicals storage for emergency operations
Temporary pollution and spills containment (oil, chemicals…)
All type of liquids storage for Defence forces
MINING / INDUSTRY
Temporary / long temporary water storage at remote locations (mining camps...)
Liquid food, oils or powders storage in the food production industry
Temporary storage of chemicals or hazardous liquids during industrial maintenance operations
CONSTRUCTION
Water storage for dust suppression of construction sites
Rainwater collection, water and wastewater storage on construction sites
AGRICULTURE
Storage of effluent, fertilizers and other liquids
All year portable water solutions, security water storage during drought periods
FIRE PROTECTION
Storage of water for fire protection on construction, industrial or remote sites
WATER AND WASTEWATER
Potable water storage
Wastewater and sewage storage for wastewater treatment

KEY
FEATURES
Self-supporting, collapsible, easy to
transport and install on a compacted ground
High frequency welded, anti UV treatment
on both sides
Comprehensive range of fabrics/bladder
tanks to accommodate and store all types of
liquids
High resistance tested and approved to break,
tear, crack, temperature or water proofness
Full range of quality fittings, inlet and outlet available

KEY

BUILD A
BLADDER
TANK FARM
For a flexible water or liquids storage solution we
have varied bladder tank sizes to suit the needs of
every project. Furthermore bladder tanks can easily
be interconnected to form a bladder tank farm should
your needs grow over time, thus offering you a flexible,
scalable and cost effective solution.
Get in touch to discuss a tailored approach today.

186 New Cleveland Road,
Tingalpa, Queensland, 4173
1300 787 719
sales@remotewts.com.au
remotewts.com.au/waterbox

GET IN TOUCH AND
GUARANTEE YOUR
LIQUID STORAGE
SECURITY TODAY.

